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The novice researchers often conduct an exploration of a new domain and search for 

the state-of-the-art which is a prime example of the exploratory search [3], because it is 

an open-ended search task that starts with ill-defined information needs which can 

change over time as the novice researchers get more acquainted with the domain.  

We have proposed a method of exploratory navigation using the navigation leads 

in the abstract or a summary of a document (see Figure 1) that help the novice 

researchers to filter the information space. For the term to be selected as a navigation 

lead, it should be relevant for the document in which it is identified as well as reflect 

the information subspace that is covered by the lead. We denote the latter as 

navigational value of the term. In the process of its computation, we employ clustering 

using LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [1]; the information subspace is thus 

represented by a cluster that the document, for which we identify the lead, belongs to. 

 

Figure 1. Visualization of navigation leads directly under the text of the abstract of a document. 

We have conducted an experiment with the data from a web-based bookmarking 

system Annota [2], which is currently used as a personal digital library by 275 users, 

out of which there are 248 students and 27 research and teaching staff. We have 

compared the resulting clusters when using different sources of keywords (document 
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content, abstract, author-added and user-added keywords) by a standard measure of 

perplexity. We have found out that the keywords from the whole content as well as the 

user-added tags are the best; the author-added keywords, on the other hand, the worst. 

The results also suggest that the clustering approach can be used to assess the 

navigational value of the terms (lead candidates), since the resulting clusters are able to 

cover different topics in the documents and the terms representing the topics are 

descriptive and relevant for the topics (after removing the domain-specific stop words). 

We have designed a user study in Annota in order to evaluate the proposed 

method of exploratory navigation and the leads selection during real search sessions. 

The task of the participants will be to get themselves acquainted with a new domain 

using our proposed method of exploratory navigation with and without considering the 

navigational value of the terms. In order to compare the results, we will use the metrics 

proposed in [4], namely coverage of the documents, likelihood of their discovery by 

the users as well as their perceived relevancy. We hypothesise that the participants will 

be able to cover more documents when considering the navigational value of the terms 

and will find more relevant documents with higher probability. 

We also plan to analyse the number of read documents and abstracts. For this 

purpose, we want to use an eye-tracker which will provide us with additional valuable 

insights how the participants interacted with the tested interface (with the help of the 

metrics, such as time to first fixation, fixation duration, time to first click after the 

fixation, etc.). It will allow us to analyse the cognitive load of the participants when 

working on the task as well, based on their pupil dilation and other measurable 

physiological responses. 

The main contribution of the proposed approach of exploratory navigation is in 

consideration of the navigational value of the term when computing its relevancy. In 

addition, it combines the depth-first navigation with wider exploration, because it 

considers also less relevant topics (clusters) that are associated with the documents. 
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